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Minnesota =“Sky–tinted waters”, 

Middle of USA
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- How can a manager limit the damage an 
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= A species from else where which is perceived as 

being overly abundance and which we do not like.

.

‘Invasive Species’  



Why are some species “invasive”?

1. They readily spread (move):

 1.They readily spread on their own

 2. They are prone to spread because of humans

 3. Both

2. They readily establish (rapid population growth):

 1. Ecological factors favor these species

 2. Physiological factors (lack of species-isolation 

mechanisms such as pheromones)

 2. Evolutionary factors favor these species

 3. Interaction of the above



1. Spread

drift

swim

Hitchhike!

(or purposeful introduction)



2. Establishment 
Why are these newcomers doing so well?

1. Ecological Factors

a. Release from “enemy” (predator control)

b. Empty niches

c. Ecological Disturbance and associated lack of biotic resistance

d. - Combinations of the above-

Charles Elton 1900-1991

2. Physiological Factors
- Hybridizes with natives

3. Evolutionary Factors

- Evolutionary Imbalance Hypothesis



Human Behavior The Environment

The Organism

The Nature of Invasiveness: it takes 3!

!

!
!



Carp

‘Eurasia’ ‘‘Asia’

India

=Large minnows that live in rivers
(Carpa, Karpe, Capre, Carp)



Common Carp

Cyprinus carpio



The native habitat of the Common Carp: 

the Volga

-Large: Delta 160 km across; 3,200 km2

-Complex: Braided channels (over 250) with interconnected 

wetlands 

-Harsh and variable: Ice covered in winter, hot and  dry in 

summer

“intricate maze of streams and rivers

that provide spawning grounds for

many species of fish” 



Initial spread of the common carp

-The Roman Empire-



The Catholic Church



Acclimatisation Societies:

1877: U.S. Fish Commission

‘… for some years a resident of 

Minnesota, I am acquainted with its 

grand opportunities for carp culture… 

in a few short years there will be 

millions of surplus carp’  Pierce 1883



 345 adult carp brought from Germany

 Propagated in reflecting pools for 2 years 

 1879 - 1895 entire country stocked

Officially introduced to USA in 1877

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://sc94.ameslab.gov/TOUR/washmon.gif&imgrefurl=http://sc94.ameslab.gov/TOUR/wrefpool.html&h=420&w=603&sz=115&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=HCK7itYWZlUW6M:&tbnh=94&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=reflecting+pool&gbv=2&hl=en&sa=G
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://sc94.ameslab.gov/TOUR/washmon.gif&imgrefurl=http://sc94.ameslab.gov/TOUR/wrefpool.html&h=420&w=603&sz=115&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=HCK7itYWZlUW6M:&tbnh=94&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=reflecting+pool&gbv=2&hl=en&sa=G


Mysterious Loss in plants and game-fish!

ex. Cahn 1929

 “there was no vegetation in the lake – not a single plant…”

 “ I regret exceedingly that I have no pre-carp data…”



Fish our way to solution?  - Government run rough fish removal



Poison and/or Drain them!



Block them!



Common Carp  -more or less the same!



A few facts about life history of carp:

(Why these strategies did not have work)

1. Spawning

 Adults migrate to 

shallows to spawn, 

compete for mates, 

releasing millions of 

eggs, triggered by 

pheromones

 Fate of eggs and 

larvae unknown



2. Rapid Growth and survival

DecemberJune July
May

6 inches
- Young grow very quickly



3. Well developed brains and sensory 

systems

Learn and remember for weeks

Acute senses

hearing

taste (feeding)

smell (pheromones)



Hormonal sex pheromones in Carps

1 Recrudescent pheromone 2. Preovulatory Pheromone 3. Ovulatory pheromone Male 

pheromone
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CARP FEEDING: Environmental Engineers

Algae bloom

Plants

decline

Nutrients (N, P)
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Shading

Uprooting

Feeding in the Bottom (a lot)

Uprooting plants (cover)

Taking food from birds and fish

Releasing nutrients from sediments

Growing 

releasing nutrients



Carp Damage: Loss in water clarity + quality

No Carp 
(or  waves)

Carp
Lake Wingra, WI



Integrated Control of Common Carp, 

2005-

Overarching goal: 

To develop biologically and economically sound plans for 
controlling carp in MN lakes over the long term…



What have we done wrong?

1. Failure to get/ block last adult female and 

male- 1,000,000 eggs!/fish/year.

2. Inattention to the young.  

3. No new science



Population Dynamics

Local

Population

Mortality

Immigration Emigration

Ecological

Damage ?

Reproduction

+ Recruitment



Our Objectives

1. POPULATION SIZE:  How many?

2. MOVEMENT: What is the typical rate of immigration/ 
emigration, and how might it be controlled?

3. ADULT MORTALITY: What is a mortality rate and 
how might it be enhanced?

4.  RECRUITMENT:  What is recruitment rate, what 
controls it, and how might it be enhanced?



Western Metro Study lakes

Echo

Dog

Dutch

Susan, 

Rice Marsh, 

Riley



How many carp?



Lake

Sampling

sessions Marked Recaps

Population 

Estimate

(95% CI)

Biomass

kg/ha 

(lbs/acre)

Dutch 11 2088 122 13,312 

(11,300 – 16,100) 
402 (358)

Echo 13 929 72 8,167 

(6,244-11,866) 
471 (419)

Susan 11 361 15 4,459

(3,661-5,700) 
338 (301)

•The numbers of carp exceed those known to cause severe ecological damage 

(Bajer et al. 2008) 

A lot of carp!

Bajer and Sorensen , 2010



Where do they move & Spawn?

Year-round radio-tracking



Key results
-NO immigration or emigration

-Approximately 1/3 of adult carp move in/out Rice Lake Marsh 

to spawn and then return (weakness?)

- But spawn everywhere!

- Winter aggregations of adults



Ex. Winter aggregations

Aggregations facilitate winter seining

(Bajer et al. 2010 Fisheries Management and Ecology)



How old (and why)?
-Otoliths collected from 100 carp from Susan and Echo

- Sectioned and aged following Brown et al. (2004)

- 3 independent readers, modal age used

- 1st and 2nd annulus verified using fish of known age



Recruitment history in Lake Susan
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Why winterkill?

Lakes that winterkill have no predators to 

eat carp eggs and larvae



An hypothesis to explain the 

superabundance of carp

Nursery

(Prone to winterkill)

Refuge

(Does not winterkill) Bajer & Sorensen (2010)

Sorensen & Bajer (2011)



Lake Susan Experiment: Hypotheses

Carp can be reduced and controlled because:

 The young come from a single location and could 

be blocked.

 Adults aggregate and can be targeted

 Bluegill sunfish will eat eggs/ young in main lakes



Experimental Design

1. Remove a known number of adult carp in 

winter

2. Block recruitment from / in a winterkill nursery

3. Monitor for improvement
-carp and fish abundance, water clarity, plants, nutrient



Lake Susan: pre-removal 2008

 4,459 Adult Carp  (70% of  biomass)

 Little vegetation 

 Only a few of the most resilient species

 Water clarity very poor

 Phosphorous high

71%

12%

3%

9%

4% 1%0%

carp

crappie

bluegill

pike

walleye

largemouth bass

bullheads



January 2009: Carp removal

 Carp aggregation located under ice using radio-telemetry 

 3278 adult removed (78% of the population)
 Biomass reduced from 307 lbs/acre to 90 lbs/acre



How to Block a critical number of adult carp to 

prevent recruitment?
1.Electric barrier?

1.Expensive

2.Not effective for small fish

3.Will not block downstream 

movement

2.Air curtain/ sound.

1.Seemed too expensive

2.Not sure of efficacy

1.Physical barrier?

1.Velocity (not enough flow)

2. Hanging lip (not steep)

3.Grate ( a lot of work)



April 2009: Carp “screens” and aeration installed 

to prevent carp recruitment



Carp captures at Susan outlet!



Carp biomass is sustainable 

suppressed below target!
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Mini-Summary



Some Recent developments in 

shallow water carp behavioral 

barriers





70-80%, both directions



Management and Ecological Note - Fisheries Management and Ecology

Field test of a bubble curtain deterrent system for common carp 

D.P. ZIELINSKI1,2; P.W. SORENSEN2

1. Bubble curtain

2. Concrete weir and temporary fish screen

3. Culvert under Hwy 61



Bubble Curtain In Kohlman Creek

Looking Upstream

Plan view of bubble curtain

Cross-sectional view of bubble curtain



Downstream Movement Tests

70%, both directions



Mini-Summary

 Air curtains (alone)  can work in shallow 

water for small carp

 About 70%  (Not 100%)

 Likely very helpful



Asian Carp
‘Eurasia’

‘‘Asia’

India





The Big Invasion

?



The way forward…

MN AFS
2013

Integrated Pest Prevention (IPP)

“Prevention of a species using a collection of 

techniques that target specific biological attributes 

in an economically, socially, and ecologically viable 

manner that is sustainable over the long-term”



To prevent Bighead and Silver Carp from 

establishing (recruiting) upstream of Lock & Dam 

#5 in the Upper Mississippi River in the next 20 

years.



Why Lock & Dams? (and #5?)



Asian carp Weakness #1: 

Flow fields are likely impediments 
(and they can be enhanced!)

Velocity ~ 9 m/s

Persists ~ 20 m



Asian Carp Performance Tests 
show they are limited

What: How fast and 
how far can large 
(adult) Asian carp 
swim?

How: Use USACE 
swim tunnel to 
calculate swimming 
ability

Swimming Abilities of Select Fish

Mobile swim 

tunnel in 

Jackson, MS

8



Developing an understanding of how Dams act 

deterrents so this function can be improved

Computational 
Modeling to include 
swimming

Recommendations on 
how to modify gate 
function at each 
structure depending on 
specific risk



Weakness 2:  Asian carps are sensitive 

to sound- it could protect the locks

Channel #2

Channel #1

Bubble 
Curtains



Mini-Summary

- Velocity barriers can be very useful but we 

need to understand precise swimming 

capabilities of fish and dam flows.

-Need to understand probabilities and risks 

of passage under varying conditions.

-Backup stimuli would be good!



Conclusions

 Consider the big picture when managing 

any invasive species 

 Behavior barriers can ‘succeed’ when 

used and considered in the appropriate 

context.

 Integrated pest management and 

prevention


